
Flexion Mobile adds new strong title to its growing portfolio
Expands existing partnership with Chinese publisher

LONDON, 2nd of December, 2019 – Flexion Mobile Plc (Nasdaq: FLEXM), the Android games distribution company today
announced that it is expanding the cooperation with an existing Chinese publisher by adding a newly released mid-tier game to its
portfolio. The title was launched in Google Play in early September and is already performing very well. The beautifully crafted 3D
game is based on the classic Japanese manga anime series from the 1980s that got known in the West after it became popular in
France. According to Datamagic, the game generated more than USD 7 Million in net revenues in Google Play in October.

"This is another strong partnership that is expanding and it is great to get involved so early in the lifecycle of this game. We will
be bringing the new anime style game to our partners Amazon and Samsung shortly. Based on its current performance we
would normally have classified this as a Top-tier game but in this case the game is brand new and it is a genre that is niche in
our biggest markets," says Jens Lauritzson CEO of Flexion Mobile

For more information

Niklas Koresaar CFO, Email: ir@flexionmobile.com. Tel: +44 207 351 5944

About Flexion Mobile Plc: 

Flexion offers a distribution service for free-to-play Android games. Using the service developers can distribute their games in multiple channels like
Amazon, Samsung, Huawei, Xiaomi and leading regional distribution channels in India, South Korea and Japan. These are channels that the developers
are struggling to reach and support. At the core of Flexion's service is the patented enabling and enhancement software that converts developer’s existing
Android games into specific game versions for the new stores without any work required by the developers. Flexion Mobile Plc is listed on Nasdaq First
North Growth Market, Shortname: FLEXM. Certified Adviser is FNCA Sweden AB, +46(0)8-528 00 399, info@fnca.se.


